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4. Middle Renwick Road/Westwood Avenue Walking and 
Cycling Improvements 

(Clr Taylor)  (Report prepared by A James)   R855-01 

Purpose 
1. To present proposals to improve the walking and cycling access to Westwood Avenue and seek 

approval to use the local roading minor improvement budget to fund the proposals. 

Background 
2. The Westwood roundabout September 2012 post-construction safety audit highlighted pedestrian 

and safety concerns that required attention by Marlborough Roads.  Fundamentally these concerns 
were: 

a) Provide a footpath on the south side of SH 6 between Severne Street and a safe crossing 
point for pedestrians to access the footpath on the north side.  

b) Provide a safe crossing point over SH 6 for westbound cyclists that then links to the off-road 
cycle facility on the northeast quadrant of the roundabout.  

c) In association with a. and b. above, install guide signage to direct cyclists travelling to the 
business park onto the off-road route.  

3. Concerns about the lack of connectivity for cyclists and pedestrians were also raised at 9 April 2013 
Bike Walk Marlborough meeting. 

Considerations 
4. At this time there appears to be very low demand for a footpath between Severne Street and a safe 

crossing point that could be located between Severne Street and the Westwood Avenue 
roundabout, although there have been calls for improved cycle access onto Westwood Avenue for 
cyclists travelling westward along Middle Renwick Road.  A traffic island located within the existing 
flush median, connecting to the existing footpath on the northern side of Middle Renwick Road 
would enable cyclists to avoid the roundabout provided the footpath was scheduled as a shared 
walk/cycle path.  The footpath could be provided at a later date should demand become evident.  
While the shared walk/cycle path would be of deficient width it is considered acceptable until such 
time as demand raises and increased conflict between pedestrian and cyclists is evidenced, at 
which time it could be widened. 

5. An additional pedestrian linkage is required between the pedestrian/cycle crossing on the central 
median of Westwood Avenue and the Pak ‘N’ Save carpark.  The attached photos indicate a 
potential pedestrian route which would require negotiation with the supermarket owner before being 
progressed. 

6. Additional signage, cycle path markings and cycle lane paint could also be introduced as shown in 
the attachment to improve connectivity. 

Proposal 
7. Initial schematic diagrams of the proposed works are provided in the attachment.  It is anticipated 

that the cost of the works would be between $40,000 and $50,000. 

8. Marlborough Roads advise that budget will be available from the 20 March 2014 local roading minor 
improvements allocation, subject to Council approval. 
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9. At this stage in the current financial year some of the minor improvement projects are coming in 
under budget.  There may be an opportunity to undertake these works this year.  

10. Some of the cost may also be a charge to the State Highway programme. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the pedestrian and cycle connectivity works proposed for the Middle Renwick 
Road/Westwood Avenue intersection be supported and funded from the local roading minor 
improvements budget. 
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5. Grovetown Safety Improvements 
(Clr Taylor)  (Report prepared by A James, Marlborough Roads)   T135-06 

Purpose 
1. To present a summary of the responses from the local residents’ consultation process and present 

the final proposals developed by Marlborough Roads to enhance safety along this nationally 
strategic state highway. 

2. To approve the proposed speed limit reduction for wider consultation with affected stakeholders and 
the community. 

Background 
3. The area of state highway 1 between Spring Creek and Blenheim, and especially through 

Grovetown, has been the matter of numerous investigations, improvements and customer feedback 
over the past years, with most people worried about the safety of users within the 100km/h speed 
limit area. High speeds, coupled with a high percentage of truck traffic, have resulted in a number of 
high severity crashes over the last five years. 

4. A consultation exercise with local residents was carried out in December 2012/January 2013 
outlining a suite of safety improvements for the State Highway corridor and requesting feedback. 

5. The key points on which feedback was sought were:- 

a) Speed reductions between Spring Creek and Blenheim and an additional speed reduction 
through Spring Creek. 

b) The closure of Vickerman Street at the Mills and Ford Road/Murrays Road/state highway 
intersection. 

c) The upgrade of Aberharts Road/Rowley Crescent intersection. 

Consultation responses 
6. Twenty-eight responses were received from the consultation.  The main points from these 

responses are:- 

a) 75% were in favour of a lower speed limit to 80 km/h. 

b) Four supported the closure of Vickerman Street and four were specifically against the 
closure.  Those against the closure were concerned about the increase in traffic (especially 
agricultural vehicles) that would be forced to continue along the state highway and use the 
Fell Street intersection.  KiwiRail has advised that they intend to upgrade the rail crossing 
with flashing lights and a bell alarm in 2013/14. 

c) Most people wanted to see safety improvements made to all the state highway intersections 
between Spring Creek and the Lower Wairau Road. 

Proposal 
7. Marlborough Roads has undertaken a thorough review of the speed and intersections along this 

corridor and proposes that:- 

a) The Vickerman Street access is retained and the adjacent section of State Highway 1 
widened to provide deceleration lanes, a central flush median and enhanced line markings 
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at the Vickerman Street and Mills and Ford Road/Murrays Road intersections (see 
attached). 

b) The speed limit is reduced from 100 km/hr to 80 km/hr through Grovetown, commencing 
with an 80 km/hr threshold installed just north of the Staces Road intersection and 
extending to the existing 50km/hr zone north of the Opawa River Bridge. 

c) A flush median with narrower lanes and wider sealed verges be provided throughout the 
80 km/hr zone to assist turning vehicles and lower the speed environment. 

d) The Rowleys Crescent / Aberharts Rd intersection is improved by providing deceleration 
lanes and removing roadside vegetation. 

8. The proposals for Spring Creek will be advised through a separate report. 

9. All works will be funded 100% by NZTA. 

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the Grovetown safety improvements proposed are supported. 

2. That the proposed speed limit of 80 km/hr through Grovetown be approved by Marlborough District 
Council for consultation with affected stakeholders and the community. 
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6. Out of District Water Connection, 157 Alabama Road, 
Blenheim 

(Clr Sloan)  (Report prepared by D Shearer)  W270-03 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to gain approval for an Out of District water connection request for 157 

Alabama Road, Blenheim. 

Background 
2. Under the Local Government Act 2002 (the Act) Council has the authority to give effect to the 

decisions it makes under the Act, subject to sufficient consideration of all options. 

3. It is considered that approval of the Out of District water connection has been clearly flagged as part 
of the Annual Plan process and should not require adherence to the formal decision making 
process contemplated under the Act. 

4. It is not seen that the Out of District water connection and a decision to continue or at least the 
method by which the Out of District water connection is actioned involves a significant activity; 
involves a strategic asset or impacts in any way on an activity identified in the Long Term Council 
Community Plan. 

5. The Act clearly leaves it for the Council to exercise a discretion about compliance with the decision 
making process.  In making any judgement there are various aspects to be assessed, one of which 
is the principles in section 14 of the Act.  One such principle is the need for Council to undertake 
commercial transactions in accordance with sound business practices. 

6. That is the approach officers have taken in assessing what should happen with completion of the 
Out of District water connection. 

Comments 
7. The property is located beyond the urban boundary on the north side of Alabama Road East.  Areas 

beyond the existing urban boundary are considered out of district for water services. See attached. 

8. The property has an existing water supply sourced from a well, which is serving the existing garden 
nursery business.  The water from the well has been tested and is considered to be unsuitable for a 
domestic supply.  

9. Alabama Road has an existing reticulated water supply located on the south side across from the 
property. 

10. The existing Blenheim water supply system has the capacity to allow the property to connect. 

11. Water connection shall be for domestic type use only ie; equivalent to a standard Blenheim 
residential house. 

12. The water connection shall be metered. 

13. The water pressure at the property boundary may drop below Council normal operating service 
pressure levels of 300 kPa. 

14. Water development contributions will be applicable to the site. 
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Summary 
15. The Blenheim water supply has the capacity to cater for the additional proposed Out of District 

water connection. 

16. There will be conditions of water use. 

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the proposed out of district water connection be approved. 

2. That the water supply only be used to supply domestic activities within the property ie; 
irrigation of outside areas will not be permitted. 

3. That a 20 mm metered water supply with a reduced pressure zone backflow prevention 
device and installation connection fee of $6,214.00 (GST incl) be paid. 

4. That water development contributions in accordance with Council Development 
Contribution Policy be paid. (The calculation shall be based on 1 household equivalent unit). 

5. That the approved connection to this property only be completed following a successful 
building consent application. (Failure to obtain building consent by April 2014 will result in 
forfeit of the out of district water approval). 

6. That the site pay water rates as per Council’s Out of District connections rating policy. 

7. That the applicant be advised approval of these service connections does not imply that 
building consent approval will be granted. 

8. That this connection is granted on the basis that it will only serve a single house.  
(Re-development of the property will require further out of district approval). 

9. That the site pay geographic area general works and services rates and charges as per 
Council’s rating policy. 
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7. Waste and Recycling Tenders for 2014 
(Clr Taylor)  (Report prepared by A McNeil) R360-01 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to seek approval for a tender process for two waste contracts due for 

renewal in 2014.  

Background 
2. Council currently operate three main waste and recycling contracts. The landfill contract is not up 

for renewal/extension until 2016 and is therefore not considered in this paper. 

3. The two remaining contracts relate to the kerbside collection, currently held by Earthcare 
Environmental Limited and the operation of the refuse transfer stations, resource centre and reuse 
shop, currently held by Metallic Sweeping. These contracts have no right of renewal and must 
therefore be re-tendered and awarded by January/February 2014, in preparation for a 1 July 2014 
start date.  

4. Council has agreed to further investigate the processing of commercial waste (for recyclable 
recovery).  Due to the nature of this process a new fit for purpose building would be required, 
preferably situated adjacent to the current resource recovery centre.  It is envisaged that if approved 
the operating contract would not commence until 1 July 2015 and would become part of the new 
2014 combined contract noted below.  Provision will be made for this in the new documents but it is 
stressed no decision on the project has been made. 

Combined contract 
5. The last tender process favoured individual contracts with the intention of allowing Council to 

develop a detailed understanding of the volumes and costs associated with the service provision 
over a contract term of three years. This data can now be used in the next tender to provide 
potential bidders with a specification which moves further risk to the contractor (away from Council), 
with the potential for providing a combined contract which allows the contractor more effective 
control of that risk.  The possibility of combining the contracts would further increase the opportunity 
for rationalising the operation without impacting on service. This should flow through as savings in 
the tender price. 

6. It is intended that the commercial and industrial sorting facility proposal will be included under the 
operation of the combined contract from 2015 if supported by Council.  Contractor capability for this 
potential operation will be the principle assessment tool combined with the price. The tender 
document will therefore set out clear objectives that the Council wish to achieve through this 
process e.g. levels of material diversion. 

NB:  It must be stressed that approval for the sorting facility has not been given but the revised 
contract makes provision for it should future approval be given. 

7. It should be noted that presenting the market with an option to combine these contracts will exclude 
some of the smaller operators who may have been attracted to kerbside collection on its own. 
Council could retain the single bid options to test the market but ultimately the combination into one 
main contract will provide the community with the best value for money. 

Other options 
8. Significant time and expense was invested in a comprehensive review of waste management 

contract specifications and structures in 2010.  The resulting new contracts have been in place 
since 2011. 
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9. Staff are very pleased with the clarity of the new contracts which are providing the right signals to 
our contractors and are relatively straightforward to administer.  Given these results it is not 
intended to consider significant contract changes but to combine contracts and achieve some 
further savings. 

10. Other management options were considered in 2011 and have been discussed since. 

At a high level two main options exist: 

a) Privatisation of the waste management facilities by either sale or lease of facility and 
buildings and equipment to a long-term operator, or 

b) Council taking back the full management and operation of the services. 

Privatisation of facilities – sale 
11. This could provide Council with a one-off gain from asset sales.  However Council would lose 

control of the waste stream from residential refuse and recycling collections and the prices charged 
for collection and resource centre processing. 

12. It would still own the landfill and control its pricing which is influential in the pricing of refuse 
collection. 

Privatisation of facilities – lease 
13. Alternatively Council could lease the facilities plant and equipment at transfer stations and the 

Resource Recovery Centre.  The agreement could include controls on service provision to the 
public including pricing. 

14. However the lessee contractors will still require adequate return on their assets and it would seem 
unlikely cost to Council would alter significantly. 

15. Given the comprehensive review in 2011 and the risks and potential issues around privatisation 
type options these are not recommended at this point. 

Council fully manage and operate the facilities and services 
16. This would require Council to invest up to $3 million in collection vehicles, handling equipment and 

approximately 34 staff.  It would then take back all operating and marketing risks. 

17. Savings may be possible but risks increase. Council may not maintain the long term efficiencies of 
a private contractor. 

18. Again, this option is not recommended. 

Tender process 
19. Initially a request for expressions of interest (REOI) will be issued on an open basis. The 

evaluations  from this process will then be used to set up a selected request for proposal (RFP) for 
those contractors deemed capable of managing all of the contractual requirements for a combined 
and fully integrated operation, including commercial waste recovery should this be approved by 
Council.  

20. The aim of this tendering process is to narrow down who can actually deliver the service provision 
required and develop an understanding of the cost associated with the commercial and industrial 
sorting facility proposal. The timings for the process are shown in the following table. 
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Tender Area Issue Date Return Date 
REOI 30 June 2013 31 August 2013 
RFP 30 Sep 2013 1 Dec 2013 
Contract Award  Jan/Feb 2014 
Contract Start   July 2014 

Summary 
21. Consolidation of the waste and recycling contracts is proposed for the next tender process, in order 

to consolidate gains made through the current contracts. 

22. The commercial and industrial sorting facility proposal will be included to test the market and gain a 
more detailed understanding of the costs of this option from the contractor’s perspective, together 
with contractor capability to deliver on this operation, if approved by Council. 

23. The process will start in June 2013 and be completed by an award in Jan / Feb 2014 with a contract 
start date of 1 July 2014. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the committee approve the tender process set out in this paper for a waste and recycling 
contract covering kerbside collection, operation of the refuse transfer stations, resource recovery 
centre, reuse shop and the proposed commercial and industrial sorting facility.  
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8. Tyre Recycling – Review of Fees 
(Clr Taylor)  (Report prepared by A McNeil) R360-B01 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to outline the revised charges associated with the collection and 

recycling of tyres. 

Background 
2. The current tyre collection and recycling system has been provided by business (A) since 2010. 

Tyres are deposited at the various transfer stations and then transported to a central collection point 
at the Blenheim transfer station. They are then collected from here by (A) and transported to 
Christchurch, processed into bales or shredded ready for onward transportation within New Zealand 
or abroad. The tyres are then converted back into their component parts consisting of rubber, nylon 
and steel ready for recycling. 

3. We have been notified by (A) of an increase in charges associated with this service.  Increased 
haulage costs, travel distances, disposal costs at the end processing plants and a reduction in 
demand from offshore outlets are the primary contributors to this. 

New charges 
4. Having received the new charges notification we have gone back to the market to test the pricing 

from others. We have spoken to the main tyre retailers in Blenheim who are using business (B). 
The following table outlines the revised charges if we continue with (A) or switch to (B). These 
charges include an allowance for the transfer station contractor to manage this process under 
contract 2011/07. All rates include GST.  

Tyre Type Old Charge (Current) 
Revised Charge 

Using (A) 

Revised Charge 
Using (B) 

Car $3.50 $7.00 $5.50 
4 x 4 $4.50 $7.00 $6.50 
Light Truck $7.00 $13.00 $9.50 
Heavy Truck $14.00 $18.00 $17.50 
Truck Tyres with Rims $25.00 $35.00 $30.00 
Tractor (small) $40.00 Not accepting $47.50 
Tractor (medium) $50.00 Not accepting $60.00 
Tractor (large) $60.00 Not accepting $70.50 
Loader (small $50.00 Not accepting $60.00 
Loader (medium) $60.00 Not accepting $70.50 
Loader (large) $70.00 Not accepting $82.00 

5. These increases are significant and may lead to reduction in tyre numbers received. However it 
should be noted that the majority of tyres are collected at the retail outlets where tyres are sold. This 
recycling cost is recovered by the retailer in the original purchase price. These retailers have their 
own arrangements with tyre collection companies and will be facing a similar increase in charges. 
Council staff will maintain a dialogue with this sector to ensure that they continue to dispose of their 
tyres in a responsible manner. On average 100 tyres are collected from the Blenheim transfer 
station per calendar month.  

Alternative options  
6. There are other tyre collectors but the rates charged are similar to the above. Many of the larger 

tyre collectors and processors will not service Marlborough due to what they perceive as smaller 
volumes. Pacific Rubber in Auckland is one of the major reprocessors of rubber in New Zealand 
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and have indicated that taking the larger tyres such as loader and tractor units may be possible on a 
backload basis. 

7. Reuse of tyres as weights for silage covers continues to be an option, however this form of reuse 
only delays the eventual requirement to recycle or dispose of the tyres.  

8. Disposal of tyres via the landfill is still possible providing the items are quartered. Landfill disposal of 
whole tyres is not good practise as this can lead to future gas pockets and an increased potential 
for explosion or fire within the waste. 

Tyrewise product stewardship scheme 
9. The MfE have a project currently running called Tyrewise. This is developing a program for the 

product stewardship of tyres at a national level. This would deal with the ongoing issue of tyres for 
disposal and any legacy tyres left within the community. The ultimate Product Stewardship 
Organisation would be funded by a combination of user pay and a levy on tyre 
manufacturers/importers. Further updates on the Tyrewise proposal will be provided to the 
committee as they become available. Dependant on MfE approval the scheme could be up and 
running during 2014.    

Summary 
10. This service provision should be switched to business (B) who have provided the most competitive 

quote and broadest range of acceptable tyres for collection. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the Committee approve the collection of tyres for recycling from the Blenheim transfer 
station be switched to business (B) and the fees and charges to site users be amended to reflect 
the rates at point 4. 
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9. Fabians Valley Cemetery  
(Clr Bagge)  (Report prepared by T Quirk)   L135-C52C 

Purpose 
1. To consider a proposal for a cemetery known as Fabians Valley to be closed. 

Background 
2. The cemetery was established many years ago.  This became a public cemetery by NZ Gazette in 

1900. 

3. Trustees were first appointed by gazettal in 1931 with the last appointment of Trustees being in 
1976. 

4. The area has been occupied by Mr B E Powell who has continued to maintain the small area where 
burials have occurred. 

5. The last burial took place in 1943.  There have been five burials involving the Barnett and Powell 
families since the cemetery was first established. 

Comments 
6. Attached is an aerial print showing the cemetery location.  It is shown on the aerial print as in the 

name of B E Powell for rating purposes.  The actual burial grounds are in the eastern corner. 

7. There has been consideration given to what should happen with the cemetery.  

8. There are several options being: 

• Do nothing.  This is not seen as desirable since it will become harder as the years go by for 
the background to be recalled as those involved with the cemetery are no longer available for 
contact. 

• New Trustees are appointed with any existing appointments revoked.  This however could 
cause a continuation of the issues that face cemeteries such as this.  There are some where 
there is a strong community interest, for example, the Upper Wairau and Rai Valley 
cemeteries where they are operated by Trustees.  In those cases there is ongoing interest in 
being appointed as a Trustee.  It is not seen Fabians Valley is the same. 

• An application is made to the Minister for the cemetery to be closed.  It is acknowledged that 
there may still be some descendants of the Powell/Barnett families who wish to be buried in 
the cemetery.  Closure does not prohibit the burial of direct descendants. 

The end result of closure could be that the lands are then vested in Council if that is 
approved by the Minister.  Council could then formalise a lease for occupation of the area of 
land not allocated for burials.  The benefit is that it means the main area continues to be 
used; there is revenue obtained which ensures any rates and other obligations associated 
with the closed cemetery are maintained.  Part of the obligation under the lease could be a 
requirement for the burial area to be maintained on an ongoing basis. 

9. It makes sense that occupation rights are given to whoever occupies the land adjoining the area on 
the western side which at present is the Powell family. 

10. Certainly an interest was triggered by the Audit Office who wanted to audit the Trust.  It has been 
indicated to Audit NZ that there has been no action in terms of meetings or financial statements 
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completed for the Trust over many years, and it is pointless to continue to seek such details and it is 
better to deal with the long term future of the cemetery. 

Summary 
11. Given the fact there have been no burials since 1943 and given agreement by the resident most 

interested in the burial grounds to close it is considered approval should be given for a closure 
application to be authorised. 

RECOMMENDED 
1. That authority be given for an application to the Minister under the Burial and Cremations 

Act for the Fabians Valley Cemetery to be closed. 

2. That there be discussion with the Minister about an opportunity to separate out the actual 
burial ground for closure with the balance area to be vested so it is not tagged with any 
cemetery status. 

3. That if the Minister completes gazettal as required authority be given for the future use of 
the areas to be then addressed by Council. 
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10. Earthquake Strengthening 
(Clr Taylor)  (Report prepared by R Hutchinson) R495-12 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to confirm the next stage in the process of strengthening a number of 

earthquake-prone buildings on Council reserves.  Our objective is to enhance public safety by 
reducing the risk of collapse in an earthquake. 

Background 
2. The Building Act 2004 requires all territorial authorities review and evaluate their building stock 

seismic performance to identify earthquake-prone buildings. 

3. The review was instigated under the Marlborough District Council Earthquake-prone Building Policy 
2006 that requires all commercial buildings in Marlborough region, built or strengthened to pre-1976 
codes undergo an initial evaluation process (IEP) assessment. 

4. IEP provides the building with seismic grades, which is based on the percentage of the new building 
standard (%NBS) achieved by the structure. 

 

5. Buildings attaining 33% or less are deemed as potentially earthquake-prone and are high risk and 
must be strengthened. 

6. Buildings attaining 66% or less are deemed potential earthquake risk and further detailed review is 
undertaken. 
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7. Several Council reserve and amenity buildings fall within the higher risk categories (C, D and E) 
following the initial evaluation process.  More detailed engineering assessment, design and quantity 
survey was then undertaken. 

Staff now believe Council should commence upgrade work on those most at risk.  Summary 
information on the assessed buildings and our recommendations follows. 

Detailed engineering reports are available if required. 
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8. Building  IEP Detailed 
Assessment 

Estimated 
costs to 
repair 

Completed 
%NB 

Engineer 
Comment 

Strengthening required Recommendation 

 Athletic Park Grandstand 3% 28% $115,942 67% Recommend 
that this building 
should be 
upgraded to 
67% as the 
marginal cost to 
increase 
standard from 
34% is minor. 

Brace the roof with cross 
bracing. 
Strengthening of the 
diaphragm connections to the 
reinforced concrete walls. 
Cross bracing in the northern 
wall and end walls. 
Screw piles or ground anchors 
are required for cross bracing 
hold down. 

Action repair 

 

 

 

Comments: 

The grandstand and changing rooms are currently cordoned from use.  Our structural engineers (Aurecon) have recommended upgrade from the overall 28% 
standard (unacceptable) to 67% costing $115,492. A lesser standard is not feasible given that the proposed bracing upgrade cannot be partially done. 
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Comments: 

The marginal cost to lift the upgrade level from 38% to 67% is $79,975. Given the possible hall renewal project upgrade to the minimal level only is 
recommended at this point. 

9. Building IEP Detailed 
Assessment 

Estimated 
cost to 
repair 

Completed 
%NBS 

Engineer 
Comment 

Strengthening required Recommendation 

 Awatere Memorial Hall 41% 18% $33,028.81 38% To upgrade to 
67% the cost 
would be 
$113,004. 

Strengthening of Portal Frame 
Foundation Pier 
Casting of masonry or in-situ 
concrete dwarf foundation walls 
grouted into the foundation Piers 
to mitigate against the potential 
rotational failure under a moderate 
seismic event. 

Portal Frame Drift 
Concrete encasement of the 
internal West wall steel columns 
to knee height would stiffen the 
portal frames. 

Action repair 
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Comments: 
This is the old part of the Gym Club which Council owns. It is very well used.  An upgrade to a 34% standard is considered adequate.  Upgrade to 67% is 
uneconomic. 

10. Building IEP Detailed 
Assessment 

Estimated 
cost to repair 

Completed 
%NBS 

Engineer 
Comment 

Strengthening required Recommendation 

 Gymnastic Club 10% 22% $191,918.94 34% 67% will 
require a 
complete 
rebuild. 

A number of strengthening 
suggestions have been given, 
including strengthening of the steel 
portal and installation concrete 
encasement to the columns to walls 
to transfer roof loads to the walls and 
alleviate out of plane demands on the 
steel portals. 
The lack of connectivity between the 
steel portals, the block-work walls 
and the floor and roof diaphragms 
are the main structural weakness 
responsible for the overall building 
performance. 

Action repair to 38%. 
Further upgrade to 
67%. Can be 
considered as part of 
future redevelopments. 
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Comments: 

The grandstand and areas beneath it are currently cordoned from use. 

Significant and expensive strengthening work ($424,000) is not considered sensible. 

It is intended that Council consult with the A & P Association, Historic Places Trust and sports users to consider replacement with a new facility. 

Level of service and funding for that facility would need to be determined. 

 

 

11. Building IEP Detailed 
Assessment 

Estimated 
cost to 
repair 

completed 
%NBS 

Engineer Comment Strengthening 
required 

Recommendation 

 A & P Park 
Grandstand 

5% 6% $424,000 67% Aurecon has confirmed with a 
detailed assessment, the 
seismic strength of the 
Grandstand is 6%NBS, therefore 
confirming the structure as 
Earthquake Prone, seismic 
grade “E”. 
At present we have carried out a 
preliminary design for seismic 
strengthening to a level of 67% 
NBS. 
Even if seismic strengthening is 
carried out, given the age and 
detailing of the original 
construction, we would expect 
that the Grandstand would be 
damaged during a code event 
and would likely need to be 
demolished. 

Strengthen the existing 
reinforced concrete 
walls in bending, both 
in-plane and out-of-
plane. 
Brace the roof and 
floor with cross-
bracing. 
Strengthening of the 
diaphragm 
connections to the 
reinforced concrete 
walls. 
Tie the steps to the 
main Grandstand 
structure. 

Discuss future of 
building with A & P 
Association and 
Historic Place Trust as 
engineers suggest that 
a new facility may be 
more feasible.. 
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A & P Park Grandstand 
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Comments: 

A two-stage upgrade is recommended due to cost.   

Stage 1 ($164,000) improves roof and floor bracing. 
Stage 2 ($603,000) deals with vertical structures and is considered uneconomic at this point. Future developments at Lansdowne could incorporate Stage 2 
work. 

12. Building IEP Detailed 
Assessment 

Estimated 
cost to repair 

completed 
%NBS 

Engineer Comment Strengthening required Recommendation 

 Lansdowne 
Park 

36% 26% $164,000 34% Aurecon would 
recommend that the 
grandstand elements 
are strengthened to at 
least 67%NBS 
$767,000 

Strengthen the existing 
bracing to the roof and the 
grandstand floor levels. 
(34%NBS) 
Strengthen the existing 
bracing and fixings for the 
floor and roof diaphragms 
Strengthen the unreinforced 
masonry walls for out-of-
plane loading. 
(all three 67%NBS) 

Action repair to 
34%.  
Consider further 
upgrades to 67% 
as part of any future 
redevelopments. 
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Comments: 

It is pleasing that the clock tower meets the minimum standard. 

However liquefaction testing is being analysed and some recommendations to upgrade foundations are likely. These will be assessed when available. 

 

 

 

 

13. Building IEP Detailed 
Assessment 

Estimated 
cost to repair 

completed 
%NBS 

Engineer Comment Strengthening 
required 

Recommendation 

 Seymour 
Square 

16% 35% nil 35% Aurecon recommends 
that the Clock Tower be 
strengthened to above 
67%NBS.  

Nil at 35% No recommendation. 
Aurecon is reviewing the 
detailed report alongside 
the recently completed 
liquefaction report which 
may alter this assessment. 
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Funding 
14. The Long Term Council Community Plan and the 2013/14 draft Annual Plan provides a $790,000 

budget for earthquake strengthening community facilities buildings. Council’s emergency events 
reserves have been proposed with no impact on rates. 

15. It is proposed that Council considers this report but does not make final upgrade decisions until 
Annual Plan consultation has concluded in June. 

Summary 
16. Reserve and amenity structural upgrades have been recommended as follows: 

 NBS upgrade% Cost 

Athletic Park grandstand 67% $115,942 

Awatere Memorial Hall 38% $33,029 

Gym Club 34% $191,919 

Lansdowne Park grandstand 34% $164,000 

  $504,890 

Contingency (10%)  $50,489 

Total  $555,379 

17. Further engineering and consultation is required before upgrades can be recommended for the A & 
P grandstand (which will remain cordoned off) and the Seymour clock tower (liquefaction report 
being assessed). 

18. Final decisions are deferred until draft Annual Plan decisions are made in June. 

RECOMMENDED 
That upgrades to reserves assets described in this report be supported subject to consideration 
of submissions to the draft Annual Plan. 
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11. Picton Foreshore Management Plan Discussion 
Document 

(Clr Sloan)  (Report prepared by E Oldridge) R495-06-002 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to seek approval to begin the process of developing the Picton 

Foreshore Reserve Management Plan and release the discussion document for public consultation 
(document attached separately).  

Background 
2. The Picton Regional Forum, residents and businesses in Picton have raised concern that 

development and changes are being made to the Picton Foreshore Reserve without an overall 
vision for the area. 

3. After outlining the reserve management plan process to the Picton Regional Forum it was decided 
that this was the best process to create a vision for the Reserve that was thoroughly consulted and 
inclusive of the many values of the reserve. 

4. There is no existing management plan for the Picton Foreshore Reserve. 

Comments 
5. Given the location, the various individuals and groups that have an interest in the area and the high 

level of use of the reserve a discussion document has been created to encourage participation in 
the creation of the reserve management plan. 

6. The discussion document covers some of the issues that have been raised in relation to the 
management of the reserve but there will be many more raised through public consultation. 

7. Once the discussion document is released to the public two months will be allowed for submissions 
to be collected. A draft will then be developed based on these submissions and again this will be 
released for public consultation and two months will be allowed for submissions to be collected. 
During this process workshops will be held to encourage feedback and establish an understanding 
of the process and structure of the management plan. 

8. Everyone who submits on the draft plan will have the opportunity to speak at a hearing if they wish. 
It is likely that the Assets and Services Committee will be the hearing committee, and they will 
consider the submissions and the inclusion of these issues in the management plan. 

9. The final plan will be presented to the Assets and Services Committee for approval. 

Summary 
10. The Picton Regional Forum, residents and businesses in Picton have raised concern that 

development and changes are being made to the Picton Foreshore Reserve without an overall 
vision for the area. 

11. A discussion document has been created to start the process and encourage submissions for the 
development of the Picton Foreshore Reserve Management Plan. 

RECOMMENDED 
That Council approve the process of developing a management plan for the Picton Foreshore 
Reserve and release the discussion document for public consultation. 
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12. Decision to Conduct Business with the Public Excluded 
Decided That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this 
meeting, namely: 

-  Purchase of land for Reserves Development 

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for 
passing this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of 
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this 
resolution are as follows: 

General Subject of each 
matter to be considered 

Reason for passing this 
resolution in relation to 
each matter 

Ground(s) under Section 48(1) 
for the passing of this 
resolution 

Purchase of Land for 
Reserves Development 

To enable the Council, as 
holder of the information, to 
carry on, without prejudice 
or disadvantage, 
negotiations (including 
commercial and industrial 
negotiations) as provided 
for under Section 7(2)(i). 

That the public conduct of the 
relevant part of the 
proceedings of the meeting 
would be likely to result in the 
disclosure of information for 
which good reason for 
withholding exists under 
Section 7 of the Local 
Government Official 
Information and Meetings Act 
1987. 

 

 


